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Abstra t
n-grams have been used widely and su essfully for approximate string mat hing in
many areas. s-grams have been introdu ed re ently as an n-gram based mat hing

te hnique, where di-grams are formed of both adja ent and non-adja ent hara ters. s-grams have proved su essful in approximate string mat hing a ross language
boundaries in Information Retrieval (IR). s-grams however la k pre ise denitions.
Also their similarity omparison la ks pre ise denition. In this paper, we give preise denitions for both. Our denitions are developed in a bottom-up manner, only
assuming hara ter strings and elementary mathemati al on epts. Extending established pra ti es, we provide novel denitions of s-gram proles and the L1 distan e
metri for them. This is a stronger string proximity measure than the popular Ja ard similarity measure be ause Ja ard is insensitive to the ounts of ea h n-gram
in the strings to be ompared. However, due to the popularity of Ja ard in IR experiments, we dene the redu tion of s-gram proles to binary proles in order to
pre isely dene the (extended) Ja ard similarity fun tion for s-grams. We also show
that n-gram similarity / distan e omputations are spe ial ases of our generalized
denitions.
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1 Introdu tion
s-gram mat hing is an approximate string mat hing te hnique, where the text
strings ompared are de omposed into s-grams, i.e., into xed length substrings. The degree of similarity between the strings an be omputed by
omparing their s-gram sets. The idea dates ba k to Shannon's Mathemati al
Theory of Communi ation (1948) and it has in earlier literature also been referred to as n-grams (e.g. Pfeier et al. (1996); Robertson and Willett (1998))
or q -grams (e.g. Ukkonen (1992); Zobel and Dart (1996)). Typi ally n-grams
onsist of adja ent hara ter pairs, triples et . of the original strings. The
name s-gram originates from a study by Pirkola et al. (2002), who devised a
novel lassied s-gram mat hing te hnique. In this te hnique the s-grams are
formed of both adja ent and non-adja ent hara ters of the text strings and
lassied into sets for omputing the similarity. The name s-gram omes from
the word skip and points to the idea that a number of hara ters are skipped
when the substrings (s-grams) are formed. In the original study, Pirkola et al.
(2002) found lassied s-grams better than both un- lassied s-grams and the
adja ent n-grams in mat hing ross-lingual spelling and monolingual morphologi al variants.
In the literature, the terminology used for referring to n-grams and s-grams
has varied. In this paper the term n-gram will be used to refer to the adja ent
n-grams only. The term s-gram is used when referring to both the adja ent
and non-adja ent s-grams. Thus n-grams are a spe ial ase of s-grams, where
zero hara ters are skipped when the substrings are formed. Di-grams are
onventional n-grams where the substrings' length is two (n=2), for tri-grams
n is three. When referring to dierent length s-grams expressions su h as sdi-grams and s-tri-grams will be used. Furthermore, if also the skip length of
an s-gram needs to be spe ied, s-grams of length n and skip-length k will be
referred as sn,k -grams.

n-gram mat hing is a widely used te hnique both within IR and outside (e.g.
Ullman (1977); Ukkonen (1992); Pfeier et al. (1996); Zobel and Dart (1996);
O'Rourke et al. (1997); Robertson and Willett (1998); Downie and Nelson
(2000); Uitdenbogerd and Zobel (2002); Pirkola et al. (2002); Keskustalo et al.
(2003); M Namee and Mayeld (2003); Grossman and Frieder (2004); Mahleko
et al. (2005); Toivonen et al. (2005)). Mahleko et al. (2005) give a formal denition to n-grams. However, the lassied s-grams found superior to n-grams in
information retrieval appli ations la k su h defendable denitions. Also their
similarity omparison (Pirkola et al., 2002) la ks a stringent denition. This
paper provides stringent denitions both for s-grams and their lassied similarity omparison. We do this rstly by formalizing the similarity omparison
proposed in (Pirkola et al., 2002). Se ondly, we propose the use of distan e
measures used earlier in the literature and extend them for lassied s-grams.
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As these have not been tested empiri ally so far, our work suggests that new
empri al work be done.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Approximate mat hing te hniques
and the use of s-grams in IR are dis ussed in Se tion 2. In Se tion 3 s-grams are
presented in more detail and an example appli ation of the s-gram mat hing
te hnique is given. Se tion 4 dis usses prior formalizations of n-grams and
Se tion 5 presents our formalization of s-grams with n-grams as a spe ial
ase. Finally, Se tion 6 provides dis ussion and on lusions.

2 Approximate string mat hing te hniques in IR
Approximate string mat hing te hniques are based on the expe tation that
two strings that have similar strings of hara ters will have similar meaning
and should therefore be regarded as being equivalent (Robertson and Willett,
1998). Re ognizing and measuring similarity in strings is useful in several situations in IR as both natural morphologi al word form variation and variation
due to e.g. typing errors or OCR (opti al hara ter re ognition) errors o ur
in databases. Re ognizing su h word form variants as o urren es of the same
string is essential as dierent forms of a word represent the same on ept and
are therefore equal from the standpoint of users' requests (Pirkola et al., 2002).
Cross-lingual spelling variation is a type of word form variation o urring between languages. Espe ially related languages often share a number of words
that have the same origin (e.g. Latin based words) and only dier due to the
orthographi al dieren es between the languages. Proper names and te hni al
terms are typi al examples of words where ross-lingual spelling variation o urs (e.g. Brussels in Finnish is Bryssel). Approximate string mat hing an be
used in ross-language information retrieval (CLIR) to re ognize ross-lingual
spelling variants as equivalents. In CLIR, a sour e language query is typially translated into the target language with ma hine-readable di tionaries.
The general translation di tionaries often do not over most proper names
and te hni al terms, whi h therefore remain untranslatable in queries. They
an nevertheless often be re ognized as similar by approximate mat hing, and
therefore translated. This has a positive ee t on query translation as proper
names and te hni al terms often are important query keys (Pirkola et al.,
2002).
The approximate similarity between strings an be measured with dierent methods. Here, Soundex and its variant Phonix, Edit distan e (ED),
Longest ommon subsequen e (LCS) and the s-gram te hnique will be disussed. Soundex is an early phoneti mat hing s heme of Odell and Russell
from 1918 (Hall and Dowling, 1980) and Phonix its newer variant developed
3

by Gadd in late 1980's (Zobel and Dart, 1996). Mat hing s hemes based on
omparing the phoneti similarity of strings are language dependent te hniques. Soundex and Phonix were developed for the English language but
an be modied for other languages (Pfeier et al., 1996). They use phoneti
odes based on grouping similar sounding letters together. Strings sharing the
same ode are assumed to be similar (Zobel and Dart, 1996). Phonix also
uses rules for letter-group transformations to provide ontext for the phoneti
odes. Espe ially Soundex makes quite ommonly the error of transforming
dissimilar-sounding strings into the same ode, and Pfeier et al. (1996) found
both Soundex and Phonix learly inferior to n-grams in proper name mat hing. Zobel and Dart (1996) tested various string similarity te hniques for phoneti mat hing and found that an edit distan e variant Editex that uses the
letter-groupings of Soundex outperformed both Soundex and Phonix.
Edit distan es (ED) are distan e measures, whi h ount the minimal number
of single hara ter instertions, deletions and repla ements needed to transform
one string to another. Dierent operations an be assigned dierent osts, depending on their likelihood (Navarro, 2001). ED is sometimes referred to as
Damerau-Levenstein metri as Damerau and Levenstein developed the metri
separately during the 1960's. Damerau developed an early edit distan e measure for handling spelling errors, whi h a epts a dieren e of one insertion,
deletion, repla ement or transposition of a hara ter in the strings ompared
(Damerau, 1964). Pfeier et al. (1996) and Zobel and Dart (1996) studied
dierent approximate string mat hing te hniques in name mat hing and ED
was tested in both studies. While both found that ombining eviden e from
dierent string mat hing te hniques was the best solution, the results on erning the individual te hniques and spe ially ED and n-grams diverged: Pfeier
et al. (1996) found n-grams learly a better te hnique than the ED, whereas
Zobel and Dart (1996) reported that ED outperformed n-grams.
LCS is a string mat hing te hnique that measures the length of the longest
pairing of hara ters that an be made between two strings, so that the pairings respe t the order of the letters (Navarro, 2001). O'Rourke et al. (1997)
found LCS to be the best method for mat hing histori al word form variants
( ompared to di- and tri-grams). They nevertheless on luded that di-grams
would be the method of hoi e in an operational system due to LCS's high
demand on omputational time. Keskustalo et al. (2003) ompared s-grams
to dierent length n-grams, ED and LCS in mat hing ross-lingual spelling
variants and found that, where ED often outperforms the adja ent n-grams,
the lassied s-grams performed better than ED for all the six language pairs
studied. LCS was always inferior to s-grams and ED.
The modern appli ations of the n-gram mat hing in IR are dis ussed in, e.g.,
Grossman and Frieder (2004) and in Robertson and Willett (1998). The ngram mat hing, and its generalization s-gram mat hing, are language indepen4

dent te hniques and an therefore be easily applied to all languages in whi h
the strings onsist of spa e- or pun tuation-delimited sequen es of hara ters
(Robertson and Willett, 1998). Grossman and Frieder (2004) point to n-gram
appli ations in handling OCR errors, spelling error orre tion, text ompression, authorship dete tion, and dis uss appli ations in traditional text retrieval
at some length. The present arti le has its fo us on s-gram mat hing in information retrieval (IR) and above all in ross-language information retrieval
(CLIR) and therefore mainly IR resear h is dis ussed. Results from several
studies (Pfeier et al., 1996; Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003) support the proposition that s-gram mat hing is the hoi e approximate string
mat hing te hnique in IR and CLIR and therefore an extensive dis ussion of
other approximate mat hing te hniques is not provided here.

Biologi al and geneti IR are appli ation areas of s-grams, where the strings
ompared an be thousands of hara ters long and therefore higher value of
n may be used (Alts hul et al., 1990; Bishop and Thompson, 1984; Miller
et al., 1999). Califano and Rigoutsos (1993) proposed a sn,k -gram method
for mat hing mole ule biologi al sequen es. For large values of n and k (e.g.,
n > 10) the proposed method led to serious e ien y problems due to the
size of the index needed for retrieval. Similar problems are fa ed when wordspanning n-grams are used for indexing do ument olle tions instead of wordbased indexing (M Namee and Mayeld, 2004): When the strings de omposed
to n-grams are long (queries, do uments) and the number of unique n-grams
in any olle tion is bounded by |Σ|n , where |Σ| denotes the size of an alphabet
Σ, the index size grows rapidly with n. The value of n appropriate for n-gram
based indexing varies with the language onsidered. The optimal value of n
for European languages is between 45 (M Namee and Mayeld, 2004), as
for Chinese, where word based indexing fa es di ulties be ause of the short
omings of the programs used for re ognizing word boundaries, di-gram based
indexing has been popular (Chen et al., 1997) and index size is not a problem.

The denitions given for n-grams in the present arti le hold for these appli ations. The approa hes are nevertheless dierent: in n-gram based indexing the
value of n needs to be set high enough to ensure the dis riminating power of
the indexing features (n-grams). In the present arti le the n-grams are seen as
a word level string similarity measure used before a query is mat hed against
a do ument olle tion. The problems with long text passages and high values
of n are not addressed with length, as the average word length is well under
ten and as the fo us is on (CL)IR, where n an be limited to low values. The
ee t that the lassied s-grams spe ial features have for the index size is
dis ussed in more detail in Se tion 6.
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Table 1
The skip-gram lasses for forming the s-di-grams with dierent CCIs for the string
abradacabra.
Type
CCI
s-gram lasses
s2,0

{0}

{ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra}

s2,1

{1}

{ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, aa, cb, ar, ba}

s2,2

{2}

{aa, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr, aa}

s2,{1,2}

{1, 2}

{ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, cb, ar, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr}

s2,{{0},{1,2}}

{{0}, {1, 2}}

{{ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra},
{ar, ba, rd, aa, dc, cb, ar, bd, ra, ac, da, ab, cr}}

3 s-grams
3.1 s-gram basi s
The lassied s-gram te hnique was introdu ed as a solution for monolingual morphologi al and ross-lingual spelling variation problems in IR (Pirkola
et al., 2002) and its performan e has been tested with several language pairs
(Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003). In the lassied s-gram mat hing te hnique s-grams are divided into ategories ( lasses) on the basis of the
number of the skipped hara ters and only the s-grams belonging to the same
lass are ompared to ea h other. Skip-gram lass indi ates the skip length
used when generating a set of s-grams belonging to a lass. Two or more
skip-gram lasses may also be ombined into more general skip-gram lasses
(Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003). The Chara ter ombination index (CCI) then indi ates the set of all the skip-gram lasses to be formed from
a string. Dierent ombinations of skipped hara ters an be used. For example the CCI {{0}, {1, 2}} means that two skip-gram lasses are formed from a
string: one with onventional n-grams formed of adja ent hara ters and one
with s-grams formed both by skipping one and two hara ters. An example of
forming the skip-gram lasses is given in Table 1. The largest value in a skipgram lass is alled the spanning length of the skip-gram lass (Keskustalo
et al., 2003), e.g., for skip-gram lass {0, 1}, the spanning length is one.
Dierent skip-gram lasses arry forward dierent eviden e from their host
string and s-grams an therefore be tuned to handle dierent phenomena by
adjusting the skip-gram lasses. Keskustalo et al. (2003) gives a good presentation on how the skip-gram lasses relate to dierent variation in strings
from the ross-lingual spelling variation point of view. Cross-lingual spelling
variation typi ally involves single hara ter insertions, deletions and substitutions, or their two- hara ter ombinations. For example transforming Swedish
6

variant heksaklorid into the English hexachloride involves a single insertion
(e) and ombinations of deletion and substitution (ks → x) and substitution
and insertion (k → ch) Keskustalo et al. (2003). Therefore it is reasonable to
use only skip-gram lasses with spanning length of two or less when mat hing
ross-lingual spelling variants. Also spelling errors typi ally involve hara ter substitution, insertion, deletion and reversal errors and their ombinations
(Ullman, 1977). The spanning length of s-grams an be restri ted to two or
less again, as Zamora et al. (1981) have reported that most of the misspelled
strings in text databases only ontain a single error.
It is ommon to use padding spa es in the beginning and in the end of the
strings when forming s-grams. The padding helps to get the hara ters at the
beginning and at the end of a string properly presented in its s-gram set.
For onventional n-grams it is ommon to use a padding of n − 1 hara ters
(Robertson and Willett, 1998). For s-grams a padding that varies together with
the length of the substring (n) and the number of the skipped hara ters an
be used. In a ordan e with these rules, the set of padded s2,0 -grams for the
string abradacabra is: {_a, ab, br, ra, ad, da, ac, ca, ab, br, ra, a_}. Keskustalo
et al. (2003) tested with several languages dierent types of padding spa es
for onventional di-grams, tri-grams and s-di-grams, and found that using
padding spa es both in the beginning and the end of the words gave the best
results. However, leaving out the padding spa es an help down-weighting the
derivational suxes and prexes, when handling morphologi al variation or
ross-lingual spelling variants in ine ted forms. For example, the use of the
beginning padding only has been found bene ial for Finnish, whi h is an
ine tionally omplex sux language (Pirkola et al., 2002).

3.2 Motivating example
The typi al di tionary-based query translation approa h to CLIR has a downside in the onstant need for updating the di tionaries and in that dierent
di tionaries are needed for ea h language pair. These features an make the
approa h ostly and repla ing it by heaper, language independent te hniques
would be desirable. Between losely related languages that share a high number of ross-lingual spelling variants, approximate string mat hing te hniques
an be used for a simpler, fuzzy query translation te hnique. A fuzzy s-gram
query translation between the S andinavian languages Norwegian and Swedish
is explored to give an example of a s-gram mat hing appli ation. 1 Norwegian

Fuzzy translation in CLIR between related languages has re ieved some attention
before: M Namee and Mayeld (2004) studied a fuzzy query translation te hnique
based on omparing the sour e language query keys' n-grams dire tly to do ument
olle tion's n-gram index, the results being promising.

1
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and Swedish are losely related languages that share a high number of rosslingual spelling variants: around 90 % of the vo abularies of the languages are
similar having only some orthographi al and ine tional dieren es (Baròdal
et al., 1997). This provides a good basis for fuzzy translation.
The fuzzy query translation experiment was done using adja ent di-grams and
lassied s-di-grams for translating Norwegian sear h topi s to Swedish. The
goal was to, with fuzzy te hniques, rea h translation quality su ient to enable ee tive sear hing of a Swedish do ument olle tion and ompetitive with
the di tionary translation. s-grams were formed with two dierent hara ter
ombination indi es: s-gram1's with CCI {{0}, {0, 1}, {1, 2}} and s-gram2's
with CCI {{0}, {1, 2}}. Only the better performing s-gram1's are dis ussed in
the following. The fuzzy translation was ompared to di tionary-based query
translation and to monolingual Swedish IR. Also a Norwegian baseline query
was formed to see how mu h the fuzzy translation improves the results ompared to no translation at all.
A typi al CLIR test setting with the sear h topi s and test olle tion from
Cross-Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF) 2003 was used. The CLEF'03 environment in ludes do ument olle tions and a set of 60 sear h topi s in several
languages, in luding Swedish (Peters, 2003). The Swedish do ument olle tion
ontains 142819 news wire arti les from the Swedish news agen y TT published
in 1994-1995. As the Norwegian sear h topi s were not in luded in the CLEF
test environment, the English test topi s were translated to Norwegian by a
native Norwegian-speaker. The do ument olle tion and the sear h topi s were
not morphologi ally prepro essed for the fuzzy translation  the words were
used in the ine ted word forms in whi h they appeared in text. The olle tion
and the topi s were nevertheless normalized for the di tionary-based translation and monolingual IR, to ensure hard baselines. The stop words, as well as
the dupli ates of words appearing in identi al word forms, were removed from
the sear h topi s. Finally, six of the sear h topi s didn't have any relevant
do uments in the Swedish do ument olle tion and were therefore removed
from the queries. The tests were run with the remaining 54 topi s.
Test queries were formed from the words of the title and des ription elds
of the test topi s (on average 7.5 words after dupli ates were removed). The
fuzzy translation was done by translating the Norwegian topi s into Swedish by
mat hing the n- or s-grams of the topi words against the Swedish do ument
olle tion's index words' n- or s-grams. The three best mat hes were sele ted
as translations for ea h word. For the di tionary translation, the GlobalDix
di tionary by Kielikone Ltd. was used. All the translations for ea h topi
word were sele ted to the query and the queries were stru tured a ording
to the Pirkola method (Pirkola, 1998). The Norwegian and Swedish baseline
queries were formed dire tly from the Norwegian and Swedish topi s' words.
The performan e of the translation te hniques was measured by interpolated
8

Table 2
Interpolated average pre ision values (over re all levels 10-100) and the dieren es
between the te hniques (%). Statisti al signi an e levels are indi ated in the table: *
= statisti ally signi ant dieren e at level 0.01, ** = statisti ally highly signi ant
dieren e at level 0,001.
Te hnique
Nobase Swebase Di base n-gram s-gram1
Average pre ision

13.38

35.6

28.4

19.6

22.8

Dieren e to nobase (%)

+112.3**

+46.5*

+70.4**

Dieren e to swebase (%)

−20.2

−44.9**

−36**

−31**

−19.7*

Dieren e to di base (%)
Dieren e to n-gram (%)

+16.3

mean average pre ision over re all levels 10-100 averaged over all queries and
as average pre ision at re all level 10. A pre ision-re all graph was reated
using ten re all levels (10-100). The statisti al signi an e of the results was
tested using the Wil oxon signed ranks test.
The results are presented in Table 2 and in Figure 1. The statisti al signian e levels are given in the table. The s-grams a hieved on average 80 % of
the di tionary baseline's performan e and 62 % of the monolingual Swedish
baselines performan e. The dieren es in the te hniques' average pre isions
are statisti ally signi ant (Table 2). Still, 80 % of di tionary baselines performan e is a result that shows that s-gram translation is a promising and
interesting query translation te hnique in CLIR between related languages.
Espe ially so, when the language dependent di tionary translation setting requires two morphologi al analyzers (Norwegian and Swedish) and a translation
di tionary to fun tion, while the s-gram translation only needs a (language independent) program for produ ing the s-grams. When omparing the pre ision
at the higher ranks, i.e., among the 20 and the 50 rst retrieved do uments
(DCV at 20 and 50 retrieved do uments) and at the 10 % re all level, the
dieren es between the translation te hniques are not statisti ally signi ant.
These do uments pla ed at the top of the result list are the most important
ones from the pra ti al user perspe tive.
The s-grams learly outperformed the Norwegian baseline, with an average
pre ision statisti ally signi antly better than that of the Norwegian baseline
(Table 2). The high per entual dieren e in performan e suggests that the
dieren e also has pra ti al signi an e. It an be seen from Figure 1 that
the s-gram te hnique's pre ision-re all urve settles learly above the n-gram
te hnique's urve at re all levels 10-70 and always learly above the Norwegian baseline (nobase). The dieren e in the s- and n-gram te hniques' average
pre ision, 16.3 %, is not statisti ally signi ant. The fuzzy s-gram translation
an be further improved by ombining it to other fuzzy te hniques (see e.g.
9













 
 







 
 

























Fig. 1. Pre ision-re all graph over ten re all levels 10-100.
Toivonen et al. (2005) for a des ription of an e ient fuzzy translation te hnique for words missing from di tionaries that ombines n-grams to statisti al
rewriting rules). Therefore, it an be on luded that the s-gram translation is
a promising te hnique in query translation between losely related languages.

4 Formalizations of n-grams and their proximity fun tions
We begin by briey reviewing the basi on epts of formal languages. We
follow the onventions of Hop roft et al. (2001). Then we dene n-grams by
following the onventions of Ukkonen (1992). Finally we give two proximity
fun tions for strings based on their n-gram overlap. The rst one is the L1
metri originally dened for n-grams by Ukkonen (1992) and the se ond one
is Ja ard's similarity fun tion, whi h is very often used in IR experiments
involving n-grams.

4.1 Basi on epts of formal languages
We dene an alphabet Σ as a nite, non-empty set of symbols. A string is a
nite sequen e of symbols from given alphabet. For example, if we have an
alphabet Σ = {a, b}, then a, b, ab and bba are strings over Σ. There is also
the empty string ǫ whi h does not ontain any symbols. Note that an empty
string an be hosen from any alphabet. The length |w| of a string w is the
number of positions for symbols in the string. For instan e |abba| = 4 and
10

|ǫ| = 0. A string v = b1 b2 . . . bm is a substring of string w = a1 a2 . . . an , m ≤ n,
if b1 b2 . . . bm = ai ai+1 . . . ai+m for some i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If w = abb, then ǫ, a, ab,
abb, bb and b are substrings of w .
If Σ is an alphabet we denote Σk a set of strings over Σ whose length is k .
For example, if Σ = {a, b}, then Σ0 = {ǫ}, Σ1 = {a, b}, Σ2 = {aa, ab, ba, bb}
and Σ3 = {aaa, aab, aba, baa, abb, bab, bba, bbb}. The set of all strings over an
alphabet Σ is denoted Σ∗ . In other words, Σ∗ = Σ0 ∪ Σ1 ∪ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 ∪ . . ..
For strings v and w , their on atenation vw is a string, whi h rst has all the
symbols of v in order of their appearan e in v and then all the symbols in w
in order of their appearan e in w . Thus, the on atenation of strings v = abba
and w = babba is vw = abbababba.

4.2 Denitions for n-grams
As we saw in previous se tions, omparing two strings by al ulating the
overlap of their ommon substrings of ertain length has a wide range of
appli ations in IR. Now we are ready to give formal denitions for n-grams
and their sele ted proximity fun tions.
Let Σ be a nite alphabet. An n-gram is any string w ∈ Σn . For example, if
Σ = {a, b} its di-grams are aa, ab, ba and bb. To be able to derive proximity
fun tions between strings based on their n-gram overlap we need the following
denition of string's n-gram prole (Ukkonen, 1992).

Denition 1 Let w = a1 a2 . . . am ∈ Σ∗ and let x ∈ Σn be a n-gram. If
ai ai+1 . . . ai+n−1 = x for some i, then w has an o urren e of x. Let G(w)[x]
denote the total number of o urren es of x in w. The n-gram prole of w is
the ve tor Gn (w) = (G(w)[x]), x ∈ Σn .
Now, the distan e of the strings an be dened as the L1 norm (a.k.a Manhattan distan e or ity blo k distan e) of the dieren e of their n-gram proles
(Ukkonen, 1992).

Denition 2 Let v ,w ∈ Σ∗ and n ∈ N+ . The n-gram distan e between v and
w is
Dn (v, w) =

X

|G(v)[x] − G(w)[x]|.

(1)

x∈Σn

Example 3 Let Σ = {a, b} and v = abba, w = babba ∈ Σ∗ . Their digram proles, listed in lexi ographi al order of the di-grams, are (0, 1, 1, 1)
and (0, 1, 2, 1). Thus, their di-gram distan e D2 (v, w) = 1. Table 3 lists the
di-grams of strings v and w and all di-grams over alphabet Σ = {a, b}.
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Table 3
The di-grams of strings v = abba, w = babba over the alphabet Σ = {a, b}2 . Digrams of v and w are listed in the order of their appearan e in the strings and
all o urren es of the di-grams are in luded in the list. Di-grams over Σ are listed
in the lexi ographi al order. The di-gram proles of v and w over the alphabet Σ
are G2 (v) = (0, 1, 1, 1) and G2 (w) = (0, 1, 2, 1), when the di-grams are ounted in
lexi ographi al order.
v

w

Σ2

1 ab ba aa
2 bb ab

ab

3 ba bb

ba

4

bb

ba

The n-gram distan e is pseudo metri (Ukkonen, 1992), i.e., for all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗ :
(1) Dn (v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),
(2) Dn (v, w) = Dn (w, v) (symmetry) and
(3) Dn (v, w) ≤ Dn (v, x) + Dn (x, w) (triangle inequality).
It is not a metri sin e Dn (v, w) an be 0 although v 6= w (for example for
di-grams of strings v = abaa and w = aaba). Ukkonen (1992) lists also other
properties of the n-gram distan e whi h are here omitted.
Another approa h to n-gram based string proximity is to al ulate similarity
between two strings instead of distan e as in Eq. (1). Indeed, Keskustalo et al.
(2003), Pirkola et al. (2002) and Toivonen et al. (2005) used Ja ard's formula
based similarity fun tion for s-grams. In order to formalize Ja ard's formula
for s-gram similarity we rst dene it for ordinary n-grams  but based on
n-gram proles rather than n-gram sets.
In its basi form, Ja ard's formula for measuring the similarity between two
sets A and B is written as

J(A, B) =

|A ∩ B|
,
|A ∪ B|

(2)

where |A| denotes the size of the set A. If A = B , then A ∩ B = A ∪ B ,
and thus J(A, B) = 1. On the other hand if A and B do not share ommon
elements, then A ∩ B = ∅ and J(A, B) = 0.
Sin e in set theory the dupli ate o urren es of any element in the set are
dis arded, the Ja ard's formula based n-gram similarity fun tion for strings
ignores the multiple o urren es of n-grams. Therefore, instead of n-gram
prole of Denition 1 we need a binary n-gram prole :
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Denition 4 Let w ∈ Σ∗ and let x ∈ Σn be a n-gram. Let B(w)[x] denote
the o urren es of string x in w as follows:
B(w)[x] =



1

0

if G(w)[x] > 0
otherwise

.

The binary n-gram prole of w is the binary ve tor Bn (w) = (B(w)[x]), x ∈
Σn .
With the binary n-gram prole of w the Ja ard's formula based n-gram
similarity fun tion takes the following form.

Denition 5 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ and n ∈ N+ . The
Ja ard's n-gram similarity between v and w is
Jn (v, w) = P

B(v)[x]B(w)[x]
.
x∈Σn (B(v)[x] + B(w)[x] − B(v)[x]B(w)[x])
P

x∈Σn

(3)

Example 6 Let Σ = {a, b} and v = abba, w = babba ∈ Σ∗ . Now binary digram proles of v and w, listed in lexi ographi al order of the di-grams, are
(0, 1, 1, 1) and (0, 1, 1, 1). Thus their Ja ard's di-gram similarity J2 (v, w) = 1
and therefore the strings v and w are treated as equal ( f. Example 3).
As we mentioned in the previous se tion, it is ommon in IR appli ations to
use padding spa es around the strings to get the symbols in the beginning
and the end of the strings properly represented in the string omparison. It
was also mentioned that it is ommon to use n − 1 padding spa es around the
strings. Next we show how the padded n-gram omparison of the strings an
be performed. For this purpose we assume a spe ial padding symbol ♯. For
example, in text retrieval appli ations ♯ ould be thought as a regular spa e
hara ter.
Let Σ be a nite alphabet in luding the padding symbol ♯, n an integer > 0 and
v, w ∈ (Σ \ {♯})∗ . Comparing strings v and w based on their n-gram overlap
with, say, n−1 padding spa es in both the beginning and the end of the strings
is performed as follows. Let p be a spe ial string onsisting only n − 1 padding
symbols, i.e., p ∈ {♯}n−1 ( learly p is also in Σ∗ ). The padded omparison of the
strings v and w is now trivial sin e operations Dn (pvp, pwp) and Jn (pvp, pwp)
do the job. This follows from the fa t that Σn ontains (trivially) all n-grams
of both v and w plus those n-grams whi h begin or end n − 1 or less padding
spa es (be ause ♯ ∈ Σ). If padding is used only in the begining of the strings,
the omparison is performed with Dn (pv, pw) and Jn (pv, pw). The situation
where padding is used only in the end of the strings is handled orrespondingly.
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5 Formalizations of s-grams and their proximity fun tions
We shall now generalize the denition of n-grams by allowing skips between the
symbols of the string w from whi h the n-gram is formed, i.e., the denition is
generalized for s-grams. While Keskustalo et al. (2003) only onsider s-grams
of length of two, our denitions are for s-grams of any length. We also show
how we get n-grams as spe ial a ase of our s-gram denition.

5.1 Denitions for s-grams
For simpli ity we require that the skips in the s-grams are systemati al, i.e., (1)
ea h skip has equal length and (2) the skips are performed in ea h hara ter
position. With gram length of 2 and skip of 1 the s2,1 -grams of w = abbababba
are ab, ba, bb, aa, bb, ab, and ba.

Denition 7 Let w = a1 a2 . . . am ∈ Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ be a gram length, k ∈ N a
skip length and let x ∈ Σn be an n-gram. If ai ai+k+1 . . . ai+(k+1)(n−1) = x for
some i, then w has a sn,k -gram o urren e of x. Let Gk (w)[x] denote the total
number of sn,k -gram o urren es of x in w. The sn,k -gram prole of w is the
ve tor Gn,k (w) = (Gk (w)[x]), x ∈ Σn .
Now, the sn,k -gram based L1 norm is dened as for n-grams:

Denition 8 Let v ,w be strings from Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ be a gram length and k ∈ N
a skip length. The sn,k -gram distan e between v and w is
Dn,k (v, w) =

X

|Gk (v)[x] − Gk (w)[x]|.

(4)

x∈Σn

Example 9 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab strings
from Σ∗ . Their s2,1 -gram proles, listed in lexi ographi al order of the s2,1 grams, are (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 2). Thus, their s2,1 -gram distan e D2,1 (v, w) =
2. Note that their di-gram distan e dened in Eq. (1) would be 1. Table 4 lists
the s2,1 -grams of strings v and w and all s2,1 -grams over alphabet Σ = {a, b}.
Note that Eq. (1) is a spe ial ase of Eq. (4), be ause Dn (v, w) = Dn,0 (v, w) for
all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗ . Furthermore, the following theorem shows that distan e
Dn,k is a pseudo metri . The theorem is easy to prove and the proof is thus
omitted.

Theorem 10 For all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗ ,
(1) Dn,k (v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),
(2) Dn,k (v, w) = Dn,k (w, v) (symmetry) and
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Table 4
The s2,1 -grams of strings v = aabab and w = babab from the alphabet Σ = {a, b}.
s2,1 -grams of v and w are listed in the order of their appearan e in the strings and
all o urren es of the s2,1 -grams are in luded in the list. Di-grams over Σ are listed
in the lexi ographi al order. The s2,1 -gram proles of v and w over the alphabet Σ
are G2,1 (v) = (1, 1, 0, 1) and G2,1 (w) = (1, 0, 0, 2), when the s2,1 -grams are ounted
in lexi ographi al order.
v

w

Σ2

1 ab

bb

aa

2 aa aa

ab

3

ba

bb

bb

4

bb

(3) Dn,k (v, w) ≤ Dn,k (v, x) + Dn,k (x, w) (triangle inequality).
Thus also distan e Dn,k is pseudo metri . It is not metri , be ause Dn (v, w)
an be 0 although v 6= w (for example for s2,1 -grams of strings v = aaba and
w = aaab).
Be ause, Keskustalo et al. (2003), Pirkola et al. (2002) and Toivonen et al.
(2005) used Ja ard's similarity fun tion for s-grams it is reasonable to formalize Ja ard's formula also for s-grams. This gives us also another point of
view to s-gram based string proximity using the on ept of similarity instead
of distan e.
The denition of Ja ard's similarity fun tion for s-gram based string mat hing is analogous to that of n-grams. First, we need to dene the binary s-gram
prole :

Denition 11 Let w ∈ Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ be a gram length and k ∈ N a skip
length of the s-grams. Let Bk (w)[x] denote the o urren es of string x in w as
follows:
Bk (w)[x] =



1


0

if Gk (w)[x] > 0
otherwise

.

The binary sn,k -gram prole of w is the binary ve tor Bn,k (w) = (Bk (w)[x]), x ∈
Σn .
With the binary sn,k -gram proles of strings v and w , the s-gram similarity
fun tion based on Ja ard's formula takes the following form.

Denition 12 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ a gram
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length and k ∈ N a skip length. The Ja ard's s-gram similarity between v and
w is
Jn,k (v, w) = P

Bk (v)[x]Bk (w)[x]
.
x∈Σn (Bk (v)[x] + Bk (w)[x] − Bk (v)[x]Bk (w)[x])
P

x∈Σn

(5)

Example 13 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab strings
from Σ∗ . Their binary s2,1 -gram proles, listed in lexi ographi al order of the
s2,1 -grams, are (1, 1, 0, 1) and (1, 0, 0, 1). Thus, their Ja ard's s2,1 -gram similarity J2,1 (v, w) = 2/3 ( f. Example 9). Note that their Ja ard's di-gram
distan e dened in Eq. (3) would also be 2/3.
Note that Eq. (3) is a spe ial ase of Eq. (5), be ause Jn (v, w) = Jn,0 (v, w) for
all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗ .
As with n-grams, it is also ommon with s-grams to use padding spa es around
the strings to get the symbols in the beginning and the end properly represented in string omparison. The approa h illustrated in the previous se tion for n-grams also works with s-grams, and therefore it is not repeated
here. However, it should be noted that with s-grams it is ommon to use
(k + 1)(n − 1) padding spa es around the strings instead of n − 1 (i.e, the
length of the padding string p is (k + 1)(n − 1)).

5.2 Skip-gram lasses and their proximity fun tions
Pirkola et al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003) found that the s-gram mat hing performan e is improved when the s-gram sets of two strings are produ ed
in several dierent ways and lassied so that the similarity in ea h skipgram lass is omputed separately. The eviden e from the dierent skip-gram
lasses is then ombined for the omparison of the strings. Therefore, we will
now begin the formulation skip-gram lasses and their proximity fun tions.

Denition 14 The skip-gram lass of skip lengths, or shortly skip-gram lass,
is a set C ∈ P(N). Chara ter Combination Index (CCI) is a set of skip-gram
lasses, i.e., a set C ∈ P(P(N)). If we want to refer to s-grams of length n in
ertain skip-gram lass C we will simply write sn,C -gram.
Denition 15
Let w ∈ Σ∗ , C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass and x ∈ Σn . Let
P
GC (w)[x] = k∈C Gk (w)[x]. The skip-gram lass prole of w is the ve tor
P
GC (w) = (GC (w)[x]), x ∈ Σn . In other words, Gn,C (w) = k∈C Gn,k (w).
The next denition gives the L1 norm for skip-gram lasses:

Denition 16 Let v ,w be strings in Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ be a gram length and C ∈
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P(N)

a skip-gram lass. The skip-gram lass distan e between v and w is

Dn,C (v, w) =

X

|GC (v)[x] − GC (w)[x]|.

(6)

x∈Σn

Example 17 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab strings
from Σ∗ . Their s2,{0,1} -skip-gram lass proles, listed in lexi ographi al order
of the s2,0 -grams and s2,1 -grams, are (2, 3, 1, 1) and (1, 2, 2, 2). Thus, their
s2,{0,1} -skip-gram lass distan e D2,{0,1} (v, w) = 4.
Note that we an al ulate Eq. (4) with Eq. (6), be ause Dn,k (v, w) = Dn,{k}(v, w)
for all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗ . Espe ially n-gram distan e of Eq. (1) between strings
v and w is given by Dn,{0} (v, w).
A ording to the following theorem also skip-gram lass distan e is a pseudo
metri . Again, the proof is obvious and thus omitted.

Theorem 18 For all v, w, x ∈ Σ∗ ,
(1) Dn,C (v, w) ≥ 0 (non-negativity),
(2) Dn,C (v, w) = Dn,C (w, v) (symmetry) and
(3) Dn,C (v, w) ≤ Dn,C (v, x) + Dn,C (x, w) (triangle inequality).
Next we want to derive the Ja ard's similarity fun tion for gram lass based
string mat hing analogous for previous Ja ard's formulas. Again, this requires
us to dene a binary skip-gram lass prole.

Denition 19 Let w ∈ Σ∗ , and C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass and x ∈ Σn . Let
BC (w)[x] =



1

0

if GC (w)[x] ≥ 0
otherwise

.

The binary skip-gram lass prole of w is the binary ve tor Bn,C (w) = (BC (w)[x]), x ∈
Σn .
The Ja ard's formula based s-gram similarity using binary gram- lass proles
of strings an now be dened like Ja ard's similarities earlier.

Denition 20 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ , n ∈ N+ be a
gram length and C ∈ P(N) a skip-gram lass. The Ja ard's skip-gram lass
similarity between v and w is
BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x]
.
x∈Σn (BC (v)[x] + BC (w)[x] − BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x])

Jn,C (v, w) = P

P

x∈Σn
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(7)

Example 21 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet and v = aabab, w = babab strings
from Σ∗ . Their binary s2,{0,1} -skip-gram lass proles, listed in lexi ographi al
order of the s2,0 -grams and s2,1 -grams, are (1, 1, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 1, 1). Thus,
their s2,{0,1} -skip-gram lass similarity is J2,{0,1} (v, w) = 1. Therefore, a ording to the Ja ard's skip-gram lass similarity, strings v and w are equal. This
is a notable dieren e to the L1 norm between v and w al ulated in Example
17.
Note again that we an al ulate Eq. (5) with Eq. (7), be ause Jn,k (v, w) =
Jn,{k} (v, w) for all strings v, w ∈ Σ∗ . Espe ially n-gram similarity of Eq. (3)
between strings v and w is given by Jn,{0} (v, w).
Finally, we dene a proximity fun tions for strings based on their total s-gram
overlap in given set of skip-gram lasses spe ied by a CCI.

5.3 CCI-based string proximity
In (Pirkola et al., 2002; Keskustalo et al., 2003) the nal similarity fun tion
for s-grams was based on the Chara ter Combination Index (CCI) and an
extension of Ja ard's formula. The idea was to al ulate the Ja ard similarity
in ea h skip-gram lass and then to ombine the similaries in a novel way to
an overall similarity fun tion. In this se tion we shall ontinue our approa h
from pre eeding se tions by, rstly, dening a distan e fun tion for two strings
based on their s-gram proles and the given CCI, and se ondly, binarizing
these proles and dening (pre isely) the Ja ard style similarity fun tion for
the same situation. As we shall see though some examples, the two fun tions
may give quite dierent results. This is due to the distan e fun tion ounting
ea h o urren e of any s-gram and the similarity fun tion only ounting one,
be ause it is set oriented. Only the latter has so far been experimentally tested
in the ase of s-grams.

Denition 22 Let v and w be strings in Σ∗ and C ∈ P(P(N)) a hara ter
ombination index. The distan e Dn,C (v, w) of v and w with regard to C is
dened as the average distan e of their skip-gram lass distan es, i.e.,
Dn,C (v, w) =

1 X
Dn,C (v, w).
|C | C∈C

(8)

Example 23 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet, v = abbababba, w = baabaaba
strings from Σ∗ and C = {{0, 1}, {2}} a CCI. To al ulate the distan e
D2,C (v, w), we rst need to al ulate the skip-gram lass distan es D2,{0,1} (v, w)
and D2,{2} (v, w). The skip-gram lass proles listed in lexi ographi al order of
the s-grams are for string v G2,{0,1} (v) = (1, 5, 5, 4) and G2,{2} (v) = (2, 1, 1, 2),
and for string w G2,{0,1} (w) = (4, 4, 5, 0) and G2,{2} (w) = (3, 0, 0, 2). Thus,
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D2,C (v, w) =

1 X
D2,C (v, w)
|C | C∈C

D2,{0,1} (v, w) + D2,{2} (v, w)
|{{0, 1}, {2}}|
8+3
=
= 5.5.
2

=

The advantage of using average distan e in the above denition is that the CCI
distan e remains as a pseudo metri . However, the CCI distan e Dn,C (v, w)
has never been empiri ally tested. Instead, the following denition gives a
proximity fun tion loosely on based Ja ard's formula that is used by Pirkola
et al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003) for skip-gram lass based string
omparison.

Denition 24 Let v and w be non empty strings over an alphabet Σ, n ∈ N
and C ∈ P(P(N)) a CCI. The similarity Sn,C (v, w) of v and w with regard to
CCI C is
Sn,C (v, w) = P

C∈C

P

BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x]
.(9)
x∈Σn (BC (v)[x] + BC (w)[x] − BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x])
P

C∈C

P

x∈Σn

Example 25 Let Σ = {a, b} be an alphabet, v = abbababba, w = baabaaba
strings from Σ∗ and C = {{0, 1}, {2}} a CCI. To al ulate the similarity
S2,C (v, w), we need to al ulate the binary skip-gram lass proles. The proles, listed in lexi ographi al order of the s-grams, for string v are B2,{0,1} (v) =
(1, 1, 1, 1), B2,{2} (v) = (1, 1, 1, 1), and for string w are B2,{0,1} (w) = (1, 1, 1, 0),
B2,{2} (w) = (1, 0, 0, 1) Thus,
BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x]
C∈C
x∈Σ2 (BC (v)[x] + BC (w)[x] − BC (v)[x]BC (w)[x])
(1 + 1 + 1 + 0) + (1 + 0 + 0 + 1)
=
(1 + 1 + 1 + 1) + (1 + 1 + 1 + 1)
5
= = 0.625.
8

S2,C (v, w) = P

P

C∈C

P

P

x∈Σ2

We gave the similarity fun tion of Eq. (9) by onvention, following Pirkola
et al. (2002) and Keskustalo et al. (2003). However, this hoi e for similarity
fun tion for CCI based string mat hing is not the most intuitive one. Therefore, we propose a new, simpler similarity fun tion al ulated as an average of
the skip-gram lasses of the CCI, in the spirit of Eq. (8).

Denition 26 Let v and w be non empty strings from Σ∗ and C ∈ P(P(N)) a
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′
hara ter ombination index. The similarity Sn,C
(v, w) of v and w with regard
to CCI C is
′
Sn,C
(v, w) =

1 X
Jn,C (v, w).
|C | C∈C

(10)

The similarities given by the Equations 9 and 10 are not far apart but nevertheless dierent as the reader may nd through the simple example onstru ted
with strings aabba and bbab and a CCI C = {{0}, {1}}.
We end this se tion by noting that following equalities hold between the CCI
based string proximity fun tions and s-gram proximity fun tions. Let v and w
be strings over an alphabet Σ, n ∈ N+ a gram length and k ∈ N a skip length.
Then
(1) Dn,k (v, w) = Dn,{{k}} (v, w) and
(2) Jn,k (v, w) = Sn,{{k}} (v, w),
where in (2) Sn,{{k}} (v, w) denotes either Eq. (9) or Eq. (10). Thus proximities
between n- and s-grams an be evaluated by using equations (8)  (10) only.

6 Dis ussion and Con lusions
n-grams have been used widely and su essfully for approximate string mat hing in many areas. Re ently, Pirkola et al. (2002) devised a novel lassied
s-gram mat hing te hnique, where di-grams are formed of both adja ent and
non-adja ent hara ters. s-grams have proved su essful in approximate string
mat hing a ross language boundaries  espe ially in mat hing proper names
and te hni al terminology. While n-grams have been pre isely dened, sgrams so far la k su h pre ise denitions. Also their similarity omparison
in (Keskustalo et al., 2003) la ks a stringent denition. In this paper, we have
given pre ise denitions both for s-grams and their distan e / similarity omparison.
Following established pra ti es in the literature (Ukkonen, 1992) we rst presented the n-gram proles of strings and then their distan e measure, the L1
metri . This is a well established distan e measure, and takes into a ount
both the kinds of n-grams two strings ontain, and their number. Based on
this we also dened binary n-gram proles and the Ja ard similarity measure, whi h has been popular in IR experiments. As pointed out, this similarity
measure is weaker than the L1 distan e metri be ause Ja ard is insensitive
to the ounts of ea h n-gram in the strings to be ompared.
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Turning to s-grams, we provided novel denitions of s-gram proles and extended the the L1 distan e metri for them. We gave denitions for simple
s-gram proles and distan es and progressively extended them to skip-gram
lasses and olle tions of skip-gram lasses (as spe ied by the CCI). The
s-gram proles were also redu ed in ea h ase to binary proles in order to
pre isely dene the (extended) Ja ard similarity fun tions for s-grams in ea h
ase. Again, as pointed out, the extended L1 distan e metri s may be laimed
stronger than the orresponding Ja ard similarity measures be ause the Ja ard measures are insensitive to the ounts of ea h n-gram in the strings to be
ompared. Interestingly, the L1 distan e metri s have never been employed in
IR experiments based on s-grams. Their greater strength in measuring string
proximity suggests their potential for IR experiments, whi h are planned for
in our forth oming resear h.
Pirkola et al. (2002) only onsidered s-di-grams, whi h entails one skipping
possibility between the two hara ters. Our denitions were for general sgrams with multiple skipping positions and onstant skip length. Unfortunately, at the sub-word hara ter string level, we do not know of text retrieval
appli ations of sn,k -grams for n > 2.
Finally, we showed that n-gram similarity / distan e omputations are spe ial
ases of our generalized denitions. In fa t, all s-gram and n-gram distan e
omputations may be arried out by Eq. (8) and their Ja ard similarities by
Eq. (9) or Eq. (10).
The size of the n-gram index has been pointed out as a riti al fa tor in their
appli ation (Califano and Rigoutsos, 1993; M Namee and Mayeld, 2004),
where the determining fa tors are the size of the symbol set, and n-gram
length, whi h determine the length of the prole ve tors per obje t (i.e. word,
text, biologi al sequen e). In our ase, a further ompli ation arises from the
skip-gram lasses as ea h lass requires its own prole. However, in the present
problem area, fo ussing on s-grams for mono-lingual and ross-language word
mat hing, the symbol set Σ typi ally has less than 30 symbols, the gram length
typi ally is 2 and the CCI C ontains 2  3 lasses. With su h values the s-gram
prole size per keyword (= |C ||Σn |) remains under 2 KB per keyword whi h
is very reasonable. Re all that the keyword index takes, for ea h keyword,
the keyword length and the address list length, whi h is governed by address
spe i ity, address length, and the database size (word ount).
At a more general level, our strong belief is that popular proximity measures need pre ise denitions. This fosters an understanding of their relative
strengths (e.g. the L1 distan e metri being stronger than the Ja ard measure) and their onsistent implementation and appli ation. Our denitions
were developed in a bottom-up manner, only assuming hara ter strings (based
on some alphabet) and elementary mathemati al on epts.
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